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Abstract

The number of broadly available wearable devices like smart watches or fitness bands keeps growing, as well as their performance
and number of provided features related to user’s health. This was the reason for our decision to bring the SmartCGMS (Smart
Continuous Glucose Monitoring and Controlling System) to a wearable device, in order to foster its way to practical deployment
in healthcare. Currently, the SmartCGMS system is able to run on Windows, macOS, Linux, RaspberryPi or Android phones and
tablets. What is currently hindering us to run SmartCGMS on a wearable device is the heterogeneity of devices and primarily
lack of real-time OS features available to developers. This is natural, because device vendors aim for best user experience and so
foreground tasks get the highest priority in order to maximize device responsiveness and suppress background tasks for minimum
CPU load and battery drain. But running medical software on a wearable device requires almost the opposite – tasks reading sensor
data and especially tasks controlling drug dosage, that are running on the wearable, require high priority and minimum interference
with other running tasks. In this article, we present an initial design of a software framework in development, that will provide us
the features we are currently missing in available wearable devices operating systems: a common application image that is able to
run on various wearable devices and support for high priority tasks.
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1. Introduction

The SmartCGMS (Smart Continuous Glucose Monitoring and Controlling System) [1] developed at the Depart-
ment of Computer Science and Engineering, University of West Bohemia, is a highly modular framework (imple-
mented in the C++ language) which has a variety of use cases: monitoring the blood glucose level when connected
to a sensor, generating output control for an insulin pump based either on externally provided data, data measured by
a sensor or both. It even can be used in a simulated environment fed with real data collected from a patient’s sensor
over a certain time-period. Currently, the SmartCGMS runs on small devices like Raspberry Pi or Android based
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smartphones, but these devices have major limitations and disadvantages in order to be seriously used in healthcare.
The Raspberry Pi can’t be considered a wearable device because of its size and dependency on external power supply.
Smartphones are from this point of view more suitable, but they are primarily used for communication and, especially
by young people, for media consumption or gaming, resulting in high CPU usage and consequently fast battery drain.
And finally, it is very easy to forget the smartphone somewhere. Thus, our idea was to bring SmartCGMS to a wearable
device like a smart watch and, if the proposed concept works, probably to other medical IoT devices [2]. In the future,
the system will be supported by a secure [4] framework continuous software delivery to Health IoT devices [3] in
general and cloud-assisted health monitoring [5]. For the start, we have chosen the LilyGo T-Watch which is a cheap
(approx. 40 USD or 37 EUR) smart watch based on the ESP32 system on chip (SoC). The reason for this choice was
that ESP32 is a low-cost, low-power SoC dual-core microcontroller with many features we needed like 802.11b/g/n
WiFi, Bluetooth v4.2 BR/EDR and Bluetooth Low Energy (important for the communication with the blood sugar
sensor and the insulin pump) and power management with an ultra-low power coprocessor supporting several sleep
modes. The watch itself has a 1.54 inch LCD capacitive touch screen, an RTC clock module, a 3-axis accelerometer,
a vibration motor and a speaker. Another advantage of the ESP32 SoC is, that there’s a plethora of available libraries
and open-source software, so we can achieve high software leverage and focus only on new challenges of bringing
SmartCGMS to a wearable device.

2. Initial implementation

As the base operating system for the wearable device we use FreeRTOS [13] - the real-time operating system for
microcontrollers which is nowadays the de facto standard operating system for microcontrollers in IoT devices. There
are many flavors of FreeRTOS, but there are two ones worth to mention: the FreeRTOS provided by Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS), which includes lots of libraries for easy integration with Amazon’s services and the FreeRTOS provided
directly by Espresiff (the ESP32 SoC manufacturer) as a key part of the Espressif IoT Development Framework (IDF).
While FreeRTOS offers basic OS features like task priorities, support for memory protection (“sandboxing” by using
unprivileged tasks), task communication (stream and message buffers, queues) and synchronization (semaphores and
mutexes), the IDF provides functionality we will need like Bluetooth Low Energy API, Wi-Fi API, TCP/IP, MQTT,
HTTP(S) and TLS protocols and even an API for firmware updates over HTTPS.

The overall concept of the wearable device framework initial implementation is visible in the Figure 1. The frame-
work is able to install (or remove) and run a small application on the device. Such a small application we call a feature
and it runs as an isolated task with access to a given part of the flash memory. The main components of the framework
are the communication module, the feature manager and the update manager. Further, the features are deployed as
micro-containers and can be remotely installed and configured on the device. We propose a micro-container - a tiny
software package consisting of a descriptor, based on a manifest file according to RFC-9019 [14] and compiled code.
The compiled code will not be a native binary code of the target microcontroller, but WebAssembly code (WASM) run
by an interpreter, so in fact, there will a lightweight virtual machine integrated into the framework. The idea running
a WASM virtual machine on a wearable device starts to be reasonable these days, as it was already presented in several
papers like [6], [7], [8] or [9]. We choose this approach, because then we are able to achieve smooth software flow
(liquid software) [9] without having to cope with the infrastructure heterogeneity and use the SmartCGMS advantages
at their full power. Currently, there’s an open-source WebAssembly interpreter available at GitHub [15] which can be
run on an ESP32 microcontroller.

The aim of the initial implementation is to verify how the described idea will work on a wearable device with
limited resources. The ESP32 system has an Ultra Low Power (ULP) processor which supports several sleep modes
by turning off parts of the SoC and thus saving power. The ULP processor is also capable to wake up the ESP32
subsystems when a given event occurs. This is implemented via programmable interrupts, that can be triggered by an
RTC timer or by a peripheral (or sensor) connected to a GPIO pin. This feature enables us to run the features in the
framework’s container only when they are needed - at regular time intervals or when a sensor sends data.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2022.10.126&domain=pdf
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The Raspberry Pi can’t be considered a wearable device because of its size and dependency on external power supply.
Smartphones are from this point of view more suitable, but they are primarily used for communication and, especially
by young people, for media consumption or gaming, resulting in high CPU usage and consequently fast battery drain.
And finally, it is very easy to forget the smartphone somewhere. Thus, our idea was to bring SmartCGMS to a wearable
device like a smart watch and, if the proposed concept works, probably to other medical IoT devices [2]. In the future,
the system will be supported by a secure [4] framework continuous software delivery to Health IoT devices [3] in
general and cloud-assisted health monitoring [5]. For the start, we have chosen the LilyGo T-Watch which is a cheap
(approx. 40 USD or 37 EUR) smart watch based on the ESP32 system on chip (SoC). The reason for this choice was
that ESP32 is a low-cost, low-power SoC dual-core microcontroller with many features we needed like 802.11b/g/n
WiFi, Bluetooth v4.2 BR/EDR and Bluetooth Low Energy (important for the communication with the blood sugar
sensor and the insulin pump) and power management with an ultra-low power coprocessor supporting several sleep
modes. The watch itself has a 1.54 inch LCD capacitive touch screen, an RTC clock module, a 3-axis accelerometer,
a vibration motor and a speaker. Another advantage of the ESP32 SoC is, that there’s a plethora of available libraries
and open-source software, so we can achieve high software leverage and focus only on new challenges of bringing
SmartCGMS to a wearable device.

2. Initial implementation

As the base operating system for the wearable device we use FreeRTOS [13] - the real-time operating system for
microcontrollers which is nowadays the de facto standard operating system for microcontrollers in IoT devices. There
are many flavors of FreeRTOS, but there are two ones worth to mention: the FreeRTOS provided by Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS), which includes lots of libraries for easy integration with Amazon’s services and the FreeRTOS provided
directly by Espresiff (the ESP32 SoC manufacturer) as a key part of the Espressif IoT Development Framework (IDF).
While FreeRTOS offers basic OS features like task priorities, support for memory protection (“sandboxing” by using
unprivileged tasks), task communication (stream and message buffers, queues) and synchronization (semaphores and
mutexes), the IDF provides functionality we will need like Bluetooth Low Energy API, Wi-Fi API, TCP/IP, MQTT,
HTTP(S) and TLS protocols and even an API for firmware updates over HTTPS.

The overall concept of the wearable device framework initial implementation is visible in the Figure 1. The frame-
work is able to install (or remove) and run a small application on the device. Such a small application we call a feature
and it runs as an isolated task with access to a given part of the flash memory. The main components of the framework
are the communication module, the feature manager and the update manager. Further, the features are deployed as
micro-containers and can be remotely installed and configured on the device. We propose a micro-container - a tiny
software package consisting of a descriptor, based on a manifest file according to RFC-9019 [14] and compiled code.
The compiled code will not be a native binary code of the target microcontroller, but WebAssembly code (WASM) run
by an interpreter, so in fact, there will a lightweight virtual machine integrated into the framework. The idea running
a WASM virtual machine on a wearable device starts to be reasonable these days, as it was already presented in several
papers like [6], [7], [8] or [9]. We choose this approach, because then we are able to achieve smooth software flow
(liquid software) [9] without having to cope with the infrastructure heterogeneity and use the SmartCGMS advantages
at their full power. Currently, there’s an open-source WebAssembly interpreter available at GitHub [15] which can be
run on an ESP32 microcontroller.

The aim of the initial implementation is to verify how the described idea will work on a wearable device with
limited resources. The ESP32 system has an Ultra Low Power (ULP) processor which supports several sleep modes
by turning off parts of the SoC and thus saving power. The ULP processor is also capable to wake up the ESP32
subsystems when a given event occurs. This is implemented via programmable interrupts, that can be triggered by an
RTC timer or by a peripheral (or sensor) connected to a GPIO pin. This feature enables us to run the features in the
framework’s container only when they are needed - at regular time intervals or when a sensor sends data.
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3. Related work

At the time of writing this article, we found the only similar idea presented in [9]. The goal of the authors is to
achieve isomorphic IoT system architectures, so all devices can use and run the same software components unaltered,
so enabling smooth code delivery and migration. This is just one pillar of our planned framework. We further need
secure and reliable software delivery and updates, a micro-container technology for easy feature management and an
easy and smooth device onboarding system. Another interesting platform is presented in [10], which doesn’t consider
wearable devices, but includes definition of services which apply also to platforms with wearable devices.

When we compare our approach with the ones in the related work, our goal is not to provide a proof of concept of a
particular technology or a method. Our goal is to provide a platform, that would speed-up the deployment of medical
devices and particularly the deployment of software (developed by our team) to real world environment in order to
get feedback and, of course, the test results.

4. Conclusion and future work

The next step in our work, as already stated in the section above, is implementation of a device onboarding and
management system. Also, if we want to go beyond the ESP32 based wearable platform, we will need a solution for
handling various device APIs. Concerning the communication with medical devices, we will of course lean on the
CEN ISO/IEEE 11073 Health informatics - Medical/health device communication standards.

Our vision is, that a physician can take an “off-the-shelf” feature with a general model from a repository, personalize
it and verify in a simulator and then send it to the patient’s wearable device, like it is shown in Figure 2. Moreover, in
order to allow a physician (or a domain expert in general) to perform more sophisticated customization of wearable
device features, we can use a special designed DSL for this purpose. The domain expert would just describe the
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Fig. 2. Wearable device feature flow

customization using the DSL and a generator module would generate the WebAssembly code based on the DSL.
The idea of involving domain experts into the software development cycle was already successfully employed at
Siemens in the continuous software delivery pipeline (CICD) of computer tomography software [12].
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device features, we can use a special designed DSL for this purpose. The domain expert would just describe the
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Fig. 2. Wearable device feature flow

customization using the DSL and a generator module would generate the WebAssembly code based on the DSL.
The idea of involving domain experts into the software development cycle was already successfully employed at
Siemens in the continuous software delivery pipeline (CICD) of computer tomography software [12].
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